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fiberpost

Microcore is the new system of conic endocanalar post in fiberglas with Integrated Abutment of 
Micro Medica, a simple and ergonomic system for the realization of perfect reconstruction.

The practical use of  Microcore post allows its use in all those cases where it is necessary to build resistant 
abutment and with technical characteristics that can guarantee a valid support at the protesic  work. 

Microcore post are produced with a special mix of translucent fiberglass and epoxy resin highly resistant,
capable of withstanding the loads of mastication more important. 

The translucency of the new fiber is a valuable aid in the process of cementing.
Nine conics post of different size form the Microcore system, nine calibrated size  in the respect of the size

and the morphology of root canals. 
Each post  is marked with a color that ease the use and identification. 

The particular shape of the new post  allows a homogeneous distribution of the mastication force the 
small size in the apical zone ensures a excellent adaptation. 

A special canal was created long the post for facilitate  the outside exit to the air from root canal during 
cementation, this feature allows to obtain a perfect and homogeneous cementation. 

The drills for the preparation of the root canal has an innovative design, thanks to this, the water cool the
drill and the root canal, are obtained in this way perfect milling without trauma. 

Each drills is marked by a colored ring, the same color with which the posts are marked in this way find  
the right drills for each post is extremely easy and intuitive.

The post Micro Core can be milled using standard diamond burs FG  or CA without problems, to obtain 
the desired shape of the abutment.

The system Micro Core and indispensable for the realization of homogeneous and restistant structures. 



color code - the same color code that you 
find on the drills for a matching easy andintuitive

the diameter in the apical zone is very small from 0,7mm
to max 1,1mm the post adapts easily to any root canal 

conical abutment integrated and proportionate at the length
of the post - available in 3 different diameters - easy milling
thanks BWT treatment surface has a  great retentive power 
the composite adhere perfectly - excellent mechanics 
resistance.

cylindrical emergency diameter from 2.0 mm to 2.7 mm
to ensure maximum strength 

endodontic part  made with conical cylinders one above 
the other this structure allows to discarge evenly the 
mastication force 

conicity designed to offer an ideal
secure and consistent support to any
type of reconstruction.

base of the abutment inclined for a better 
adaptation inside the root canal.

a special canal was created long the post
for faciitate the outside exit to the air from 
root canal during the cementation this feature allows
to obtain a perfect and homogeneous cementation.

microcore

microcore line includes a series of posts
without abutment these posts allow the
reconstruction of teeth also 
only partially damaged, moreover can be used as 
normal posts in the ordinary routine of dental study,
while maintaining all the technical characteristics 
of the posts with the abutment.
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microcore

Who he wants to have all nine sizes of posts 
Micro Core there is a new kit that contains 5 
posts for each size and the drills.
For facilitate the choice of drills each post 
has the head painted with the same color 
of the drills.

For each diameter is available a special drill, 
calibrated on the exact size of the post, the 
connection post drill is perfect.
The drills Micro Medica are produced using high 
quality stainless steel that ensuring a high cutting 
power and excellent durability.
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